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A DISABILITY IS NOT A DISABLER @idrivesafety.  
 

Idrivesafety empowering personal growth, job opportunities, social 
inclusion, and independent lifestyle options.  
 
• Learner Permit Test.                                   

✓ A Long & Successful history. 
✓ 1on1 training with Australia’s leading Neurodiverse Coaches.  
✓ Idrivesafety coaches interpret the questions & ask in a methodology tailored to 

each clients learning style. 
✓ Empowering participants to not only! understand the Question? but! stimulate a 

correct answer, that’s stated by participants in their own words. 
✓ Participants who have completed learner permit training with idrivesafety have 

shown significantly lower anxiety when commencing driving. 
• Driver Training Programs. 

✓ Australia’s most successful NDIS driver training programs.  
✓ A Disability is not a Disabler, it’s just a learning style. 
✓ Autism, Asperger’s, Anxiety, Acquired Brain Injuries ABI, Learning Difficulties are 

not a Disabler @idrivesafety.  
✓ Each participant is issued a 70-page “5 Star Driver Education Handbook” 

containing idrivesafety’s award winning curriculum, qrcode links to 100s of real 
training videos, road law updates, parental help. 

✓ Idrivesafety has Australia’s highest trained specialised Coaches who receive 2.5 
years training with ongoing Professional Development in eLearning and Driver 
Coaching. 

✓ Our entire fleet of 5-star cars are fitted with the latest modifications for those who 
need them to successfully drive, (hand Controls See link for full listi) 

• i.e. artists and engineers learn differently but drive on same roads, so we teach them 
differently, the outcome remains the same, “Idrivesafety”. 

• Hazard perception Test Courses 
✓ Outstanding history of success. 
✓ 1on1 training with Australia’s leading Neurodiverse Coaches 
✓ Idrivesafety coaches interpret the questions & ask in a methodology tailored to 

each clients learning style. 
 

Who is Idrivesafety? (National NDIS Provider) a Not-For-profit org 
 
• idrivesafety researched & developed over 7 years a 5 Star Driver Training System. 

Releasing to market in 2014 Australia’s most successful driver education initiative in 50 
years. Delivered to Neurodiverse & Neurotypical Learners, Fleet & Seniors in a coaching 
methodology tailored to each clients learning style with a pedagogically aligned 
curriculum delivered in a Graduated Education System (GES). The results are 
guaranteed to create drivers who reduce the road toll. 

• With a successful history that empowers, engages & motivates NDIS Participants across 
Australia. Impacting social inclusion, job opportunities, personal growth, and 
independence. 
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Why & What do we do? 
Our aim is to offer equal opportunities to gain a driver’s licence to all whether your 

Neurodiverse or Neurotypical. We work with Participants their families, careers, Occupational 
Therapists and providers delivering 5-star driver education programs with a proven record of success 
that has revolutionised the disability driver training & driver licencing industries across Australia. 

What is a 5-star Driver Education Curriculum 
1. Idrivesafety Coachi Australia’s highest trained driving coaches, engaging, encouraging, 

challenging and motivating participants. Reimagining theory!  
a. Developing active participants not passive consumers. 

2. Delivery methodologyii. Client-centred learning. We do not homogenise the delivery,1 on 
1 coaching allows us to identify each client’s learning style & match the delivery 
methodology to the client. Artists and engineers learn differently. 

3. Curriculum©. “A safe, detailed & structured pedagogical curriculum.   
a. 3 foundations, 17 core subjects, 48 modules & 839units of competency-based 

education & Training CBET.  
b. Delivered in a Graduated Education System. GES 
c. Every process is detailed allowing theory to become Knowledge, repeating each 

process until a Foundation is formed then applying in a variety of same interactions 
(i.e. roundabout level 1) at variable locations until Automated with distractions.  

4. eLearning programs for learner permit, hazard perception test & supporting the learning 
journey. Real footage not Fake/simulation. 1on1 remote learning. The brain is empowered 
as learnt becomes learned with real road user footage supporting theory transfer. 

5. Calibrating Success.  
a. Success is initially measured against a coach’s ability to facilitate each participants 

ability to transfer knowledge of a process into an action that’s self-calibrated.  
b. Success is ultimately measured against each participant achieving ZERO 

INJURIES! the only acceptable measurement of success post licence. 
 

Idrivesafety has a research driven solution to “The problem” 
Australian research shows diving instruction has for 50 yearsiii been an inadequate 

system to train learner drivers. A made up system that uses tips and tricks to pass a test is not 
a training system, no matter how many times its repeated, in fact, it has shown to be a crash 
causality in teenage drivers who think they know?, with a disparaging and negative impact 
when training disabilities or Neurodiverse learning styles. “Driving Instructors receive as little 
as 2hrs in car training”, have NO curriculum or variable delivery system, just laps around a 
test route, everywhere I drive is technically a test route, same? Same? but different! 

 
Our vision statement: If you’re not learning! It’s your coaches’ fault1. We will change our 
delivery to match you. Learnt is not learned until it produces a safe action and each 
action is automated regardless of situations and distractions. 

Driver training delivered in off road courses has been shown by research to have little to no impact on road safety, idrivesafety do not use off road circuit training.  
aim is Vision zero (www.visionzeroinitiative.com) 
²http://ec.europa.eu/transport/road_safety/pdf/projects/hermes_final_report_en.pdf 

       i 220eu merit report final eu-merit-project-final-report-2005-copy-2 https://idrivesafety.com.au/research/ 
ii 108 EU HERMES (2010). EU HERMES Project Final Report. Retrieved 1 April 2015 from http://www.alles-fuehrerschein.at/HERMES/ https://idrivesafety.com.au/research/ 
iii https://idrivesafety.com.au/research/ 1956 New York report 
iv State policy for min hours conditions apply. See state roads board or ask for more information 

1 Based on your role conditions being accepted and carried out 

 
i https://idrivesafety.com.au/a-disability-is-not-a-disabler/ 
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